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British Humour
Theater Arts Department presents
Shakespeare's A Comedy of Errors. ·
Section B . ·

Senate.·under fire
for appointments
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Student government editor

SS
Hall President Michael Gagliardo plays "Guen the Expiration Date" with Groul]d'Zero drummer
unck during the "Latenight in Thomas Hall'" j;i-ogram Thursday night. Special guests included
b Spoo, and President Stan Rives, who held Gagliar(i.o's cue cards.

vii service pay to increase
tern's human resources
ent has developed an
plan for distributing money
le for non-negotiated civil
employees' salary increasry increases awarded to
employees were based on
as that took into account
ities" compared both to
at other Illinois universities
salaries within individual
nts, two human resources
said Thursday.
tor of Personnel Services
Moore and Compensation
er Steve Lang said the
used to determine individraises were slightly altered
ar in an attempt to correct
they considered to be
'ties in civil service salary

s.
idea was to spend a little
money to take care of some
ems in one fell swoop,"
said.
-negotiated civil service

employees received 1 percent
across-the-board salary increases
and an average 1. 75 percent
increase in market and equity raises. They should see the increases
in their February p~ychecks in the
form of lump sum payments that
- will make them retroactive to July
1, 1991.
The 1 percent uniform salary
increases were one part of a threeprong plan for administering the
raises.
The employees then received 1
percent average market equity raises, based on the difference between
each employee's salary and the
market salary, Moore said. Market
salaries were determined by comparing each employee's salary to
that of employees in the same posi- ·
tions at universities. sta~ewide, she
added.
Individual employees' market
increases generally equaled 13.2
percent of the amount their salaries
were below market, Lang said.
The remaining money available
for these civil service salary
increases, equivalent to 0.75 percent salary increases, was distribut-

ed among employees within three
civil service classifications who
Moore and Lang said had unfairly
low salaries compared to market or
to other individuals within the
departments: food service administrators I and Il, police telecommunicators and telephone operators
and the assistant director of computer services.
Lang said the salary of the assistant director of computer services,
Tom Hiett, was comparable to that
of individuals one level lower in
civil service classification. Hiett
was one of the lowest paid individuals in his position in the state,
Lang added.
Hiett's salary was increased
from $3,504 a month to $4,104 a
month, a 17 .2 percent increase
total.
Moore said inequities existed
among the salaries of police
telecommunicators and telephone
operators because individuals in
these positions were hired under
different starting salary provisions.
"(Their salaries) were not reflective of the experience and

t Continued on page 2A

With the recent appointment of
four new members to the Student
Senate, the number of members
who are also in the fraternity Delta
Tau Delta has risen to nine, sparking allegations of impropriety in the
appointment process.
"It wouldn't bother me as much
just having greeks (on Student
Government), but one-third of it is
Delta Tau Delta," said Curtiss
Cline, former Student Senate member. "Most of it (Student Government) operates on the buddy-buddy
system and the most qualified are
overlooked. The people who were
recently interviewed were picked
on the buddy-buddy system and the
most qualified overlooked."
.
Cline resigned Jan. 22 because
he said he was taken off leadership
positions in the organization
because of alleged favoritism.
The Student Senate previously
had nine members from Delta Tau
Delta before former senate member
Jim Riemer left for another school
and member Dan Kirk was kicked
off Delta Tau Delta, said senate
Chief of Staff Brett Gerber, who is
also a member of the fraternity.
However, the number of members became nine once again when
new senate members Matt
Giardano and John Goveia were
appointed last week.
The nine Delta Tau Delta senate
members, which include all the
males on the executive branch, consist of mainly speech communications and political science majors.
The executive branch consists of
Student Body President Martha
Price, Executive Vice President
Kristy Koch, Financial Vice
President Steve Macaluso, Brian
Riordan, Board of Governors student trustee., Gerber, and Tony
Wielt, speaker of the senate.
According to the Student Government bylaws, all of the executive
branch members and the speaker
receive a tuition waiver.
However, Price said the number
of Delta Tau Delta's on the senate
has no major effect on the organization's decisions and had nothing to
do with the process by which the

four new members were selected.
"I think it has a nothing to do
with it," Price said. "I don't think
(the number of Delta Tau Delta
members on the senate is) an issue.
There's always been members of
(Delta Tau Delta) on Student
Government since my four years
being involved with Student
Government. Maybe they are more
aware of what's going on so they
get involved with Student Govern. ment. I don't know."
"It's the practice of tradition,
keeping the same things in the same
places," said Mark Stovall, a senior
economics major who alleges he
was improperly looked over for an
open senate position.
"In some ways, it's almost like
that's the way the country func. tions. People that you know you try
to get them in the door," he added.
Stovall was among the 14 students who applied for the senate
positions. Four positions were open
in the senate due to unfilled seats
from the resignation of three members last year and Cline this year.
Gerber also denied that the vast
Delta Tau Delta membership on the
senate has anything to do with the
new senate appointments. Student
Government consists of one graduate student, about 16 or more
upperclassmen and about nine or
more underclassmen, he said.
"Tony Wielt deals with the
. appointments of committee chairs
and there is not one (committee
chair) who is a (Delta Tau Delta),"
Gerber said. "You have to judge
people on their merit. I was in
Student Government before I was
in Delta Tau Delta and I see that
there was no way that's why they
(the new members) were selected."
However Jay Martinez, former
Hi'spanic Student Union president
who was also an applicant for the
new senate positions, said he thinks
he was unjustly kept out of senate.
"I'd like to see an administrator
on hand (during the interviews) to
make sure the process runs smoothly and fairly," Martinez said.
"The Student Senate seems more
like a popularity group as to who
you know rather than what you
know," he said.

•Continued on page 2A

eace Meal review complete; details unavailable
}though the local Peace Meal's
'nistrative compliance review has
completed, details of that review are
available, according to Phyllis
rton, executive director of the East
al Illinois Area Agency on Aging.
is not public yet, so I can't share
ing," Pinkerton said.
t week, the Area Agency on Aging
nan administrative compliance
w of Peace Meal, a service project

that provides congregate and home-delivered meals to people 60 years of age and
older in 14 Central Illinois counties.
Charleston's Peace Meal program is
sponsored by the home economics department.
The review is a normal procedure for
any program that receives money from
the agency , Pinkerton said. "We just
moved up the time table," she said of
Charleston's Peace Meal review.
The review was moved up because of
investigations being done by the internal
auditor and the human resources depart-

ment of Eastern at the request of President Stan Rives. In November, Rives
received an anonymous letter alleging the
hiring of relatives within Peace Meal and
alleging misuse of Peace Meal funds.
Of the two types of administrative
compliance reviews conducted by the
Area Agency on Aging, the review of
Peace Meal last week was a fiscal review.
According to Betsy Creamer, grants
manager of the East Central Illinois Area
Agency on Aging, a fiscal review is done
by reviewing budgetsc.and interviewing all
people who handle money to make sure

the program is in compliance with all federal and state regulations.
Creamer said a review is done of all
programs every two to three years, and if
a program is found to not be in compliance, it must take steps to bring the project into order.
Pinkerton said the information from the
review should be made public within the
next two. weeks. The delay is because of
the time necessary to compile information
from the review.
"There are over 100 questions (included in the review)," she said.
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FROM PAGE ONE
Senate
do in Student Government."
•From page one
Gerber said Student Govern"With one-third of the Student
ment has always had Delta Tau
Senate controlled by Delta Tau
Deltas on it but that they are
Delta, I think that reflects negaalways chosen because of qualifitively on other organizations trying
cations.
to get into Student Government to
"All I can say is that they picked
do something for the students," he
the most qualified people," Gerber
added.
· "Those people (the new mem- said. "Chad Turner, a Delta Tau
Delta, was among the 14 applibers) are more qualified," Gerber
cants and he wasn't one of the four
said. I wouldn't want to see that
picked. If we wanted to stack Delts
guy (Martinez) on senate. If he
(in the senate), believe me, we
thinks he is more qualified than
could, but don't let me kid you. A
them, he needs to take a better
lot of Delts do come to me and say
look at their.qualifications.
'get me on senate' and I say no."
"You can't keep qualified peo"That (so many Delta Tau
ple out (of senate) just because
Deltas senate members) was a big
they are in Delta Tau Delta," he
concern of mine when I first came
added. "When we recruit for Delta
on the senate," said senate member
Tau Delta, we look for the same
.Amy Jobin. "Some of the Delts
qualification in our pledges as we

~

345-2466

expertise they offered," she said.
Lang said the salary increases of these individuals
ranged from 1.5 to almost 9 percent.
Among food service administrators I and II, salaries
in some cases were lower than those of some individuals they supervised, Moore said.
These individuals received salary increases of
between 8.5 ancl 16.7 percent, Lang said.
Moore and Lang said they had several options when
working out a plan to distribute the total 2.75 percent
of salaries available for increases: apply it all to everyone, apply it all to correct particularly bad inequities, or
to employ the combination plan they eventually developed.
The plan was presented to the executive board of the
civil service council and to approximately 40 civil service directors for feedback while the proposal was
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being conceived, they said.
Then when the plan was assembled in a final form, it
was resubmitted to the civil service council representatives and to the civil service directors, who commented
favorably on it, Moore and Lang said.
"There were favorable comments about us taking
care of people whose situations have been long-time
problems," Moore said.
"Finally, a problem is resolved," she added.
Both Moore and Lang said they are relieved to have
been able to correct some longterm salary inequities.
"It's the first time we've done the inequity part (of
the salary increases)," Moore said.
Both added they hope to take care of additional
equity problems among non-negotiated civil service
employees in future years.
"Now, we can take care of another problem next
year, which may give people a sense of hope," Moore
said.

.
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GYROS SPECIAL

who have been on senate have
worked really hard and others have
not put much effort. forward but I
don't think they have an overall
effect on the senate voting.
"In the past there has been times
were I did feel there were too
many (Delta Tau Deltas) on the
senate," she added.
However, Jobin said she would
like to see more diversity on the
senate and she urges students to
apply and run for the Student
Government elections April 15.
"I guess as a student I would
have to say with student apathy I
would encourage people to apply
for the spring elections," she said.
"I would like to see as much diversity as possible on senate so we
can cover the whole campus."

Civil Service
t From page one

We
Deliver

Would also like to
Congratulate

Michelle Nuckles
and

Megan Targonski
these 1992 new Initiates
were mistakenly omitted
from our February 3rd
announcement

CONGRATULATIONS!
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CAA prepares to strengthen majors
By JAMIE RILEY

cies are not only insisting on more
evaluation, but multiple layers of
evaluation as well.
A third reason the Council on
Academic Affairs is preparing to
review majors is so the departments will have to evaluate what
the major is supposed to accomplish, Sutton said.
"I think (the review) is going to
be a healthy thing to improve
quality," he said.
Sutton said the council did not
take action Thursday on the position statement about the 120 credit hour cap on a bachelor's degree,
but the council is still considering
the proposal that would lift that
cap.
"We 're still considering (the
proposal). I am trying to add to
that statement," Sutton said,
adding that he is currently doing

Staff writer

The Council on Academic
Affairs passed an amended version of format for review of academic majors at its Thursday
meeting.
CAA Chair Ken Sutton said the
council is preparing to review
majors for several reasons,
including strengthening the
~ajors.

"The council will have more of
an idea of what the majors are trying to acc·o mplish, and when a
new course proposal comes
before us, we'll be able to say that
it fits with the major," Sutton said.
He also said that "more and
more evaluation is being insisted
upon by crediting agencies." He
added that outside crediting agen-

Prankst~rs'

research because he believes
"material from the (Illinois)
Board of Higher Education seems
to support our statement."
Sutton said if the IBHE supports removing the cap in some
instances, the council's proposal
to the Board of Governors would
be strengthened.
He said the council supports
removing the cap as long as students are informed of the amount
of time it would take to complete
a degree and the extra benefits
they would receive as a result of
the extra time.
If some degrees a:re allowed to
exceed 120 hours, more certification could be attained, which
would give students a "better
position in terms of jobs and a
better degree in terms of certification," Sutton said.

false alarms spark anger
"They (the offenders) should be
given big fines" for pulling fire
alarms," said Carman Hall resident
Chris Boyle, freshman speech communications major.
Greek Court fell victim to a
malicious alarm when a smoke
detector, pull box and fire extinguisher were set off Jan. 19 in the
Sigma Chi house. The activated
fire extinguisher sprayed chemicals
throughout the area.
"It's a most serious situation,"
said Lou Hencken, director of housing. "They're (people who pull
alarms) suspended immediately (if
caught).
Hencken said if there is reason,
the university will ask that the
guilty party be prosecuted.
"We have caught more than our

By TERESA JOHNSON

and CHRIS SEPER
Staff writers

Eastern 's University Police
Department has re.IJorted 25 fire
alarms this semester, triggered by
sensitive smoke detectors, actual
fires or pranksters, according to
university police reports.
Of the 25 incidents, six malicious
false alarms have been pulled in the
past two weeks. The latest alarm
was in Giffin Apartments in
_University Court when a second
DAN KOONCE/Photo editor floor fire alarm was pulled Jan. 31.
1\vo false alarms were pulled in
one night on Jan. 27 in Carman
e/e, a sophomore industrial technology major, works on a Hall. Alarms were also pulled Jan.
welding project for class at the machine shop in Kiehm Hall 24 and 26 in the Yorkshire
Apartments in University Court and
afternoon.
Douglas Hall, respectively.

fair share (of people who pull
alarms)," Henken said.
People who pull fire alarms are
usually from out of town and are
visiting a friend, Hencken added.
However, he said the false alarms
are rarely malicious but instead are
results of system malfunctions.
Pulling false alarms can hurt the
students in the halls, according-to
Bart Tibbs, Douglas Hall counselor.
"They (students) can become
accustomed to it," he said. "Then
it's harder for the students to the
exit the building (if there's a real
fire)."
"If you are still pulling fire
alarms now, you really have to take
an evaluation of your life," said
Hassan Stevenson, Taylor Hall resident.

panic officers step down, make way for new members
,_

.

Hispanic Student Union
ections for its executive
Thursday after three of the
utive members resigned.
nt Jay Martinez, treasurer
"fiores and secretary VerMizzoni resigned, citing
reasons.
newly elected candidates
n Carmona for president,

PROVE
OUR
ASH STOCK
ELL SHORT

:AVE LONG'

It's the 1 for $t deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your

FOR SALE
CLASSIFIED AD

Delia· Bazan· fof treasurer and
Nelson Placa for secretary.
Bazan ran unopposed, while
Mike Mendoza and Gina Gonzales
ran against Placa for secretary and
Steve Peralta ran opposite Carmona for president.
"It was a very close election,"
Martinez said. "All the votes were
within one or two votes of each
other."
The only officer to stay from the
past administration was Karen

Medina, vice president and founder
of HSU.
"All the participants were qualified candidates," Medina said. "I'm
very happy that so many people
took part in the election. It shows a
definite growth in the Hispanic
Student Union."
" I'll i:epxesen _ HSU the best I
can," Carmona said, who had also
run against Martinez in the last
HSU election. "I'd like to have a
retreat so the members can get to

'Tm going to do my best to try to
get HSU unified as a whole, that's
my biggest concern."
"Probably an issue I'm going to
address or rather bring to the
Hispanic Student Union is whether
the HSU feels they have been represented properly by Student
Senate."
The ispamc Student onion
holds its weekly meetings at 7 p.m.
in the Greenup Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

······················1
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know each other better and become
more unified."
All of the candidates gave a
speech and were questioned by
other HSU members.
The meeting began with a cultural address by associate zoology
Professor Jaime Maya. Maya spoke
in S_panish and then in English
about his favorite I.:atin American
artists and their importance to the
Latino community.
''I'm estatic," Caarmona said.

No Cover
Till 10
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$1.50 Zombies
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Equitability·
needed for
facuity salaries
As higher education faces shrinking state
resources with which to provide its services, it becomes increasingly important for
universities to hold themselves accountable
to the public for how their resources are
spent.
This ac~ountability becomes especially
important when salaries are the issue.
When there are limited monies to fund
salaries, employees must be ensured that
the funds are being fairly distributed to
benefit the most individuals.
Eastern's human resources department
appears to have hit upon
a plan that ·uses its lif!1ited salary funds to do 1ust
- - - - - - · that. The plan, applied to
the university's approximately 330 nonnegotiated civil service employees,
employs a combination of an across-theboard salary increase, market adjustments
and inequity adjustments, which were
applied to selected classifications of
employees who are well below m-arket
salaries as compared to equivalent employees at other Illinois universities.
· The office gave non-negotiated civil service employees of Board of Governorsmandated 1 percent across-the-board
increases and then divided an additional 1
percent among them based on how far
each employee's salary was from the mar•
ket.
The remaining 0. 75 percent that was
available for these employees' salary
increases was divided among three classifications of employees where human
resources officials felt inequities were particularly bad.
We applaud the human resources office
for the way it allocated its resources.
Now we hope that President Rives and
the vice presidents handle non-negotiated
administrative and professional pay raises
in just as equitable a manner.
Questions still remain concerning the
9.89 percent salary increase awarded to
Vice
President
for
Institutional
Advancement Stephen Falk and the 7 .82
percent salary increase awarded to Judith
Anderson, director of affirmative action and .
cultural diversity.
Although bringing employees to market
equity is a laudable goal, it is important
that this standard is applied equitably to all.

·Edi•ton·at
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Graduation surfaces intrinsic frustrati
''I'll never get a job," shouted my frustrated-from-the-fact-thathe-is-grad uating-i n-May-anddoesn't-have-a-chance-to-get-ajob-because-he 's-not-gettlng-hls. degree-from-Northwestern friend.
"Look at this crap," he exdalmed while looking down at his
resume with great frustration. "No
newspaper in their right mind will
hire me."
Why not, you worked at the stu- Bob
dent paper your entire stay here at McKee
lovely Charleston U. and your - - - - - - •
grades are decent. Why hassle it.
"Why hassle it! Why hassle it! Are you insane," he
screamed with panic while waving the single sheet of
paper that resembles four years of his life.
The four years that seem like they will never end, but
the time comes when reality looks you In the face and
with a taunting voice says, "Lets dance."
"I can't believe I'm graduating this May. In exactly 94
days 13 hours and 46 minutes we graduate and I do not
have a due as to what I will be doing. I don't even have
·
a job, yet," he complained.
"I am dead, my parents already converted my bedroom into a sewing/den/guest/you-are-moving-out-assoon-as-you-graduate-so-you-won 't-be-needing-it-anylonger room."
Don't you think you are overreacting just bit.
"Hell no," he retorted. Ok Mr. Optimism, let me hear
your grand plan to avoid vagrancy and destitution come
May9."
Well, I'm doing the same thing you are - sending out
resumes, cover letters and praying to whatever It is up
there that someone is in a good mood when they get
them.
It is an annual ritual come early spring, that millions of college students go through the arduous
task of compiling information for resumes and scribing the perfect cover letter. Then painstakingly revising them to perfection and waiting for the golden
' moment that they have waited for - some less than
others - since they have sat in their first class freshman year. It is when we apply our knowledge and
skills in the "Real World" - it is the job thing.
"Well, let's say your little Utopian dream falls through.
What are you going to do then," the pessimistic one

asked.
If I don't get something by graduation, I'm
throw all caution to the wind and live life on
side. I'll work at Glen's Hot dog Emporium in the
"You mean that dump on Adams under the el. That's the place.
"After going through the hell of getting your
you want to work in a seedy. dive." ·
It's a cool seedy dive.
Not only Is the hot dog industry dyna
changing everyday, it would give me the o
ty to see all of those successful graduat
scored jobs as they make their mark on sod
As I labor over a hot steamer for eight ho
could reflect on what it takes to be succ
engulfed in a doud of steam and the scent of
meat.
And the beauty of it all is that I will provide
hotdogs. I think it is my calling in life purest sense.
"You are an Idiot."
Relax, you will get a job, just let fate take
one step at a time and whatever will happen
no matter hQw miserable you make you
there.
It seems that at this point in life - getting
it ls a test. It is sort of an evaluation of yo
career; as unfair as it might be sometimes.
it's gut-check time.
"Oh, now I see, Mr. Calm, Cool and Coll
your cover letter," he said as he compared my
his. "How long did it take you to organize this;
'Tm dead."
It didn't take long at all. Look, your letter
all. just take your time and relax.
"Walt a minute, I found a mistake," he said
discovery. "Do you spell COMMITMENT with
two."
One. See, just take your time and the proper
to ensure that you don't send out a letter or
died with errors, and everything will work out
Where on your letter is that mistake, an
see it.
"It's not on mine- it's on yours."
Where!!!
Bob McKee Is senior reporter and a colu
Daily Eastern News.
..,. •
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Your turn •.•
Administration
lacks decision
making qualities
Dear editor:
The audacity of this Administration of Eastern Illinois University's decision making is once ag~in
in question. This pay increase of
Falk and Anderson is an affront to
the honest hard working employees and faculty. We have to take
pittance so the Administration can
have the gravy.

J. t1

cutbacks, but the A&..P still gain a
generous raise. Amazing isn't it
what we can do without. so others
can benefit. While the vast majority
of employees get a 1 percent
increase. This is what they think of
us? Three years and we haven't
received a decent raise. It seems
all Eastern can do is give excessive
salaries to the Administration that
are no longer on campus and those
on there way out.
With the economy of today and
all the cuts in the budgets we are
going through , how can the
administration justify this amount
.
of raise?

es? I feel betrayed
Administration. Why d
just keep kicking- us whl
down.

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern Ne
ages letters to the editor
ing any local, state, na
international issue.
Letters should be less
words. For the letter to
the name of the author,
• add ress
to t he authors
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plies and services to met the State

on campus who deserve large ra1s-
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gglers to perform Saturday
's second annual juggling
tion will be held at 9 a.m.
y at Jefferson Grade School
noon Sunday at Lantz Gym.
glers, which range from
to intermediate levels, will
throughout each day, said
}loark, a sophomore music
and vice president of
's Juggling Club.
era! professional jugglers
be on-hand to offer workto anyone interested in learn. k juggling or other various

styles of juggling, he added.
performing will include Andy
The workshops are open to any- Head, the 1991 international jugone and will be held in-between gling champion and Semi-cycle, a
unicycle team who has performed
competitions by professionals.
The convention, which is spon- all around the world, Roark said,
sored by the Eastern Juggling Club, adding that the exhibition will cost
the Charleston Recreation Depart- $1 to attend.
ment and the Illini Juggling and
"The convention offers jugglers a
Unicycle Club, is a free event open chance to get together to juggle and
to the public.
learn from each other," Roark said.
"Anyone who wants to learn or · "There are very few of these conjust watch the art of juggling is wel- ventions in this area that are outside
come," Roark said.
of Chicago."
Several popular names in the
' In its first year, 120 people
juggling world will appear in a jug- attended the convention. Roark said
gling exhibition at 7 p.m. Saturday more than 200 are expected to
at Jefferson Grade School. Those attend this year.

ieves take $3,500 from complex

~~~~

investigation is continuing at the Greenview
nt complex, 1540 18th St., where about $3,500
ported stolen Monday.
R. King, complex maintenance man, reported
some unknown suspects pried open an outside
to the recreation room and gained entry to the
lex. Police reports said the office door, a locked
and a snack vending machine were forced open
money was stolen. The incident occurred some
between 6 p.m. Sunday and 8:15 a.m. Monday.
are no suspects in the case, but one resident
seeing a unidentified car circling through the
· glot.
other items among Charleston Police Department

Products, 100 Eighth St., reported a burglary Friday
from which several personal items were stolen from
the office desks. There are no suspects at this time, but
finger prints were taken off the office equipment.
• Charles R. Gregory, engineer for Eastern Illinois
Railroad, reported Friday that an unknown suspect
entered his parked railroad engine and stole the reverse
gear handle. The engine was parked at 730 Elm St.
with the doors and windows locked. There are no suspects.
• David Alan Brown of Mattoon was arrested
Sunday at the College Inn Motel, 415 W. Lincoln Ave.,
on charges of theft.
• Jarrett Clark Smith, 224 5th St., was arrested
Tuesday on charges of driving with a suspended
license and operating an uninsured motor vehicle.
•Rodney L. Ohlund, 1108 Jackson Ave., was arrested Saturday on charges of disorderly conduct and
resisting arrest at the Uptowner Tavern, 623 Monroe
Ave.
• Broe D. Montgomery, 2600 Cambridge Dr., was
arrested on.charges of home invasion, battery, criminal
damage to property and resisting arrest Sunday. The
incident occurred at 1911 10th St.

Eastern Professor Kathawala A. Yunus, 1201
awn Dr., reported Friday two holes apparently
into a window in the front of the house. Reports
it appeared to be caused by a BB gun or a pellet
There are no suspects.
Eastern student Michael D. Daniels reported a tape
and several tapes missing from his locked vehicle.
said there were no signs of forced entry. The
ent occurred between 10:30 p.m. Monday and
£:!!!: Tu~sday..:.. __ _
ieathleen E. Spear, office manager of Stoner Wood

Make A World Of Difference ...
Be A

Resident Assistant

Applications Are Available
Location: HOUSING OFFICE
Dates: FebrcraryiG-1
Due Back: Noon on February 11O
Approximately 40 positions are
available for the Fall 1992 Semester

e

arble to ·feature ·Benton works
CARRIE CARPENTER

gallery presentation will be
main event in the Tarble Arts
ter at 2 p.m. Sunday as part of
Family Sampler Sunday.
arble Arts Center sponsors the
·1y Sampler Sunday as a way
'nging families into the center
iew the art work.
arble Director, Michael Watts,
I lecture on the exhibition
ting Impressions: The Drawof Thomas Hart Benton." The

exhibition is a free event.
"I am going to provide context
for Benton .and his art work and its
place in history," Watts said.
Along with the drawings from
the exhibition, two of Benton 's
lithographs will be on display. The
lithographs are owned by the
Tarble Arts Center.
A press release issued by the
Tarble Arts Center stated that
Watts will present an overview of
Benton ' s paintings and other
American art of the period. Watts
will also give his commentary on

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

---·

A Large (16")
Sausage Pizza

$7.45
Good on Carry-Out 7 Days a Week.
Offer Expires April 30. 1992.

Cha rleston
348-7515

the drawings exhibited.
Along with the lecture, Donna
Meeks, curator of education, will
be presenting a posterboard lithography workshop for children. The
workshop will also begin at 2 p.m.
Meeks said this workshop
encourages parents to bring their
kids along with them and some
parents will even participate with
their children.
The " Lasting Impre ssion s"
exhibition will be on display
through March l.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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THIRSTY'S

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

4 O'CLOCK CLUB
FREE
SUBS AND HOT '
DOGS
Beer War ·
DRAFTS - 25¢
M~ITCHERS - $2.00
ALL LONGNECKS - $1.00

DANCE NIGHT
-LOTS OF HOUSE MUSIC
BEER WAR DRAFTS.........25¢
QUARTS........................ $1.25
40 oz.GD........................$1.40
.10¢ HOT DOGS ALL NIGHT
DRESS UP GIRLS AND COME
DOWN TO THIRSTV'S

GET YOUR PARTY KEG AT THIRSTY'S
NAT. LT. OR MILL BEST - $37.00 +TAX 101b. ICE .50¢

------............•.·-·'·-----------------------------11!11•••
PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER
. ... o· ... • ' "'~
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,-.J ,.JJ,....-fJ 1

FREE CUPS
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Dvorak plays host to chorus
By STEVE LYSAKER
Staff writer

Dvorak Concert Hall will set the
stage for two Eastern music
department presentations this
weekend.
Saturday, various choral performers will take the spotlight for a
7:30 p.m. concert organized by
Robert Hills, director of the
Collegians Choral Group.
Hills said the concert will consist of a variety of individuals performing several pieces focusing on
diverse musical styles.
He said the concert will include
performances by the collegians,
the Charlest9n Junior High School
Show Choir, graduate assistant

Brian Downen and the premier excellent performances and is
performance of the group, "For geared toward all ages," Hills said.
Heaven's Sake."
Admission for the concert will
'.'For Heaven's Sake" is a newly- be $2 for adults and $1 for students
formed group of six male students and senior citizens.
At 3 p.m. Sunday, Eastern music
who specialize in contemporary
Christian music, Hills added.
student Lawrence Gerber will take
"They ('For Heaven's Sake') are the stage for a percussion recital.
really· quite outstanding, and I
Gerber; a junior percussion perthink the public will really enjoy formance major, said the recital
them," Hills said.
will consist of a timpani solo,
The concert will-be divided into marimba solos and a piece written
segments of different types of for five cymbals~
music, he added. There will be a
He addect that he will also perBroadway segment, contemporary form a marimba solo entitled
Christian music, an early pop "Grand Fantasy for Marimba" and
music segment, some-1950s songs ·· a duet titled, "Concertino for
and the title song from the movie · Marimba and Piano."
"Beaut · and !he Beast: "
The recital is open to the public
"This concert will feature some and free of charge.

Lincolnwood
Pinetree

Spin and Scribble top· lecture series
By BRIDGET PAULEK
Staff writer

By_sharing their research, three
Eastern professors hope to interest
students and the community in subjects important to them <;luring the
American Association of University Professors' 40th Annual Public
Lecture Series beginning Sunday.
"The series is designed to bring
to the university community and
Charleston community at large the
interests of faculty," said David
Mauer, chair of the history department

1

D I·

YOU HEAR

I~

The first lecture of the series will
begin with a discussion by Ellen
Keiter, l!Ssociate professor of cheinis try. The speech, titled "A
Chemist's Exploitation of Nuclear
Spin," will be presented at 2 p.m.
Sunday in the Booth Library
Auditorium.
.
The next lecture is scheduled for
Feb. 23 when Roger Beck, associate professor of history, will discuss·
"Scribble, Scribb~e. Scribble:
Writing a World History:"
·
The series will close March 8
with a discussion by Jonell
Comerford, associate professor of

Apartm~nts

mathematics, on "Expanding Girls' .
Horizons to Include Mathematics
and Science Careers."
Each lecturer will deal directly
with a subject connected with their
own research and activities, Mauer
said.
The AAUP also sponsors the
Martin Luther King Scholarship
Commission, Mauer said. This
scholarship is awarded each spring
to a student who meets the eligibility requirements, he added.
·
The lecture is co-sponsored by
the office of the president and is
open to the public free of charge. ·

- Studio 1,2 & 3 Bedroo
- Completely Furnished
- 5 Minute Walk to Camp
- 24 Hour Maintenance
- Central Air Conditioning
- Swimming Pool
- 9 Month Lease

Where your money
goes a long way!

Call
YOU RllAD IT

IT'S TIME Tu BELIEVE IT.
SO YOU BUY IT AND TRY IT
AND IT'S •1•11 ON A DIET•.
THE DIET WORKS GREAT

Shear.Professionals

=~olr~°'-°'&.AJ~,f'.=,Tftt.
BUT WHY TAKI THI CHANCE

.. "

OF WIDENING YOUR PANT_.:

34'5-4449

JIMMY JOHN'S

call now for appointments

•WE'LL BRING 'Ell TO YA"

503 Buchanan

WHllll llY TUllKft' AllDTUllAAM DlllTI

GOURMET SUBS

345-6000

"on hair"

345·1.0 .7 5

or:.stop..by q2:1 9§. 9tb,St.J#:17..,..., /

,. · •·SHQWING_: APAPITMENJ.S N

DRAPER AND KRAMER
~o

..,

GUS ·B US RETURN
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
9:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.

LOCAL SPONSORS.
BURRITO HEAVEN
FRIENDS & Co.
IKE'S
MOTHER'S
MY PLACE LOUNGE
ROC'S TAVERN STIX
STU'S
TED'S WAREHOUSE
THE UPTOWNER
THIRSTY'S

ORGANIZATIONAL SPONSO
·BACCHUS
GAMMA
IFC - INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
PARENTS CLUB
PHC - PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION
STUDENT ACTION TEAM

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

·THANKS TO OUR LOCAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL
SPONSORS FOR SUPPORTING THE NEEDS OF
EASTERN'S STUDENTS!
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cal talent n·eeded for Folk Fest
who like music," Harrison said.
"It's for anyone who likes to
sing.
cians interested in
"We're going to try to include
an upcoming Folk as many (people) as we can (in_
dition at I p.m. the Folk Fest) and as many difthe Rathskeller in ferent kinds of music as we
can," Harrison said. "We're
anticipating a good turnout for
the auditions and look forward
to meeting area musicians who
selections, which ·are interested in playing music
'tten by women or about women."
of women fox: the
Harrison said original music
will be allowed and an accompanist can be provided.
· "They need to bring their
instruments if they have one or

if they are going to sing we will
have an accompanist there,"
Harrison said.
Folk Fest wili be held 7 to 10
p.m. March 7 on campus.
The fest will be co-sponsored
by Eastern 's Women's Studies
Council, Charleston Area Arts
Council and Sexual Assault
Counseling Information Center,
in celebration of the theme of
Women's History and Awareness Month - "Patchwork of
M_any Lives."
"We encourage men and
women to come out, it's not just
for women," Harris.on said.

s to featu_re classical, jazz mi·x
LYSAKER

·

os Chamber Orchestra will present
's II: Music in Literature" at 3 p.m.
e River Forest Women's Club.
ng to Lorie Huget, co-chair of ihe
h is now in its ninth season, the conture musical works based on literature
d of jazz, classical and "third stream"
up features a nice mixture· of classical
a very unique way," she ·said.
pieces Huget described included
"Winter" with accompanying poems;
· u," by Ellis, based on Japanese poetlues and Boogie on Poems by Langston
y Ethos director Ron Holleman.

•••••••s

INGING
EGRAMS

GS• POEMS
Coo~es:& rc

·Fudge

Huget added that the concert will also feature
the premier of "Fligh.ts Through the Stars of a
Dreamin_g Body" by Chicago composer David
Flippo.
This is the second Flippo piece the orchestra
has premiered.
While the theme of this concert will focus on
literature, liuget said the first "Symbiosis" concert was held in a ·children's art gallery where
slides of paintings were shown in combination
with orchestra music.
"With each 'Symbiosis' concert, we will try to
deal with music and a .different -art form," she
added.
Some tickets are still available for the concert
and may be obtained at the door at a cost of $8 for
adults and $5 for students and senior citizens,
Huget said.

~.arty's

.! ' • ,

Italian Beef w/fries $2. 99
4 o'clock club . 3 for $1 Burgers
TONITE: 2 for $1 Deluxe Pizza Slices

4
4
4
4

Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844
Small Single · ·1
I Large Single I 1r----------,
1 Ingredient Pizza 1 I Ingredient Pizza 1
I & Quart of Coke I I & Quart of Coke ;
,-----~-----,

: $7.95 : : .$5.95 ·:
I
.
I I
I
I
Delivered
345-2844
I
; Delivered 345-2844
Expires
May
31st,
1992_·
.
Expires
May
31st,
1992
1
1

II

I

.

L-~--------~ .J
..
L-------·-~-..1

r----------,

1·
1
Large Two
I1 Ingred"1ent p·1zza 1I

r----~--~~-,

I & Quart of Coke. I

Small Two
Ingredient Pizz~
& Quart of Coke

I
I.
1 Delivered 345-2844 I

Delivered ·345.;.2844

: $9.25 : $6.95
I

Expires May 31st, 1992 :

Expires May 31st, 1~92

L----------~
1
CoACH
BDDY
S
Paitiber Sport Shoppe .
Dally 9-8 Sun 12-5

Friday Lunch:

ALL DAV SATURDAY

$2. 50 Quarts (Lite)

SALE
Adult • Select • Kids

SHOES .

_

Lunch Speciah Jalepeno Mesquite
Smoked Sausage w/fries $1. 99
TONITE: 2 for $1 Deluxe Pizza Slices

NIKE

Basketball

REEBOK
ASICS
.· AVIA

ennis

AAAAAAAAA

ootball
Aerobics
'liN'!'HER

LOUNGE

------RIDAY

AY &ALL NITE

25¢ .

RAFT
L.ongne.cks
¢Bud &
Light ·Cans

lock Club

TS AT 3 PM

AY NITE

25¢
RAFT·
Longnecks
Mickeys Malt

$1

•

1414 SIX11f S'l1UZl' ll'f OLDr:TOWlm SQUARr:

4
4
:

:
·4
4
4
4
4
4
4

LARGE or Small,
Try Them ALLL

'ZVAat~~

1111tn1Inijur

I

CHAMPION
Sweatshirts

4Racks
EIU Sweatshirts
~T's
.

Restaurant & Catering

WEEKEND BREAKFAST
SPECl'AL
2 Eggs -with Hash Browns & 1/2
order of Biscuits & Gravy with
Bacon or Sausage
Breakfast Served
Saturday 7-11 :30 am
and Sunday 7-2:00 pm

\

Incl.
Mom& Dad·
& Alumni
& J'1uch More

Russell PKO

Cotton
2nds

Ooaales
ShOCk Absorbers

7th and Madison
(one block North of the Square)

345-7427
Open 7 pays A Week

Tape. etc.

NOW·

WILSON

SPAUU>INO

\

S

F~I
DA..Y
FEB. 7, 1CE2
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"My Secretary" Resume Service.
New location . For appointment
call 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
FREE Battery & electrical tests .
FREE installation . Battery Specialists 1519 Madison Ave .
Charleston. 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca 2/3,5,7

The Daily Eastern
News canno.t be
responsible for more
than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at
581-2812. A corrected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertising must meet the
2 p.m. deadline to
appear in the next
day's . publication. Any
ads processed after 2
p.m. will be published
in the following days
newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled after
the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid in advance.
Only accounts with
established credit may
be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The
Daily Eastern News is
subject to approval
and may be revised,
rejected, or canceled
at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability if for any reason
it becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

Tumbling instructors wanted
Monday and Wednesday afternoons. Applications can be
picked up at the YMCA at 221
North 16th Mattoon, IL

----~----~20

COLORADO SUMMER JOBS:
In the Rockies near Vail, Anderson Camps seeks caring, enthusiastrc, dedicated , patient individuals who enjoy working with
children in an outdoor setting.
Counselors , Cooks , Wranglers ,
Riding Instructors and Nurses .
Interviews on February 18. Sign
up, get application at Placement
Center, Student Services Building. ·Questions? Call us at 303 524-7766.
~-~------·2/ 17
Swim Coach Wanted : Must be
aval. to work nights and weekends , 2-6 hrs ./wk . Min. of lifeguard training and swim team
exper. required. Apps . aval. at
Chas . Rec. Dept , 520 Jackson
St Closing date; 2/12192. EOE

---------~20

Give the unforgettable gift University Hard Bodies, male-female
exotic dancers ..Call Duke 309454-7846.

A WONDERFUL LIFE awaits the
baby who joins our family ... devoted, playful parents, a loving
three-year-old brother, lots of fun
and love, a good education, and
every opportunity for happiness.
Let's talk ; we can help each
other. Expenses paid . Call collect: Arlynn & Ron, (217)3674769.

Summer subleasor needed. Own
room in Park Place . Rent negotiable. Call Kendra 345-1459.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.217
Two Subleasors needed for summer months. Block from campus.
1-2 bedrooms. $160/ea. 3451507.

Now renting for fall '92 bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor. 913-917 4th St 345-2231.
-,,-,-~~~.,,,---~--5/1
OLDTOWNE APARTMENTS
FOR RENT. '92-'93 . FOUR DIFFER ENT LOCATIONS. 3456533 .
~-~-------5/1
Nice, close to campus furnished
houses for 1991-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
month lease, $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
One, Two , Three, & Four bedroom apartments, houses, for
next school year. 345-6621 (if no
answer leave message) 3488349.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ 5/1
Lincolnwood/ Pinetree-9 month
lease for Studio 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments . SHOWING
NOW!!! 5 minutes from campus.
Lincolnwood/Pinetree. 345-6000

VACATION
BONUS-SIGN
EARLY-SPONSORED BY BRITTANY RIDGE_HOA-CALL FOR
DETAILS: 'C21 WOOD 345-4489,
JIM WOOD, B.R. HOA MGR.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/21
CAMPUS APARTMENTS, 2 OR
3 BEDROOMS, 2-3 STUDENTS.
MODERN BUILDING, 10 MO.
LEASE . CALL RENTAL SERVICES 345-3100 FROM 3-9 P.M.
,..,.------~--~217
New apartments for rent. Very
clean, reasonable rates . For summer and fall school year. Female
renters preferred. Call 345-1556
or 348-0973, ask for Jim or Andy.
---------~217
1 room to rent Close to campus,
female. Call after 5p .m. 3459670.
~~~~-~~~-~217
Fall '92 Houses-5 bedrooms 314
Polk ; 3 bedrooms 1606 11th,
1806 11th, 1036 2nd ; apts. 415
Harrison . Call 348-5032.

~--,----=,----,--~---c':!/ 19

c-=-o-=~-,--c--.,,--,-~~~2/18

2 bedroom Townhouse for 4 people: $170 each . plus special available. 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/24
Efficiency 6 blocks from campus.
Laundry. Phone 234-4831.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/10

APARTMENT RENTALS NOW,
SUMMER , AND FALL PHONE
348-7746.
_ _ __ __ __ __.5/1

DELTA TAU DELTA will have an All-Greek Ale
Saturday, Feb. 8 at 3:00 p.m. in the University Bal
Division President of Delta Tau Delta, Greg Kaz
about alcohol awareness .
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU Lighthouse tan·
• 1':6o ·a:m.' at -tile we~ey Founctation _stu'd!irtt e'
house is a bar alt~rnati.Ye ~ Music/daMdil ig8 ~ii8-=i8
p.m. Look for the flashing light across from La
every Friday night

TRAVEL
TRAINING/SCHOOLS

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Retre
Feb. 8 from noon to 3:00 p.m. at the Newman
included . We will be exploring "Images of God". AH

HELP WANTED
WANTED _

·-'f21

ADOPTION
llOllT Min" Tl& IT'S

. RIDES/RIDERS

roo uas

11th A n - I

ROOMMATES

c ...1t~on1

FOR RENT

.TOLL FREE INFORllATION & RESERVATIOIS

FOR SALE

t·800·!2t·591t

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

oany

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

Ao

1 Mineo and

24 Frying pan
Ban do
27 Not pawned .
5CAT 30 Law member?
9 " Harper Valley
- -," 1978f1lm 31 Vesuviates
33 Beethoven 's
12 Restaurant
"Archduke,"
owner in a 1969
e.g .
film
34 " --Camera ":
14 Sugar source
Van Druten
15 Greek god of
36 Valor
war
37 St. Louis bridge
16 Fix Venus de
38 Social celebrity
Milo?
39 Crows' homes
11 Opposite of
41 Elizabeth l's
overcome?
astrologer
19 Parthenon site
42 Attempts
21 Range in the
44Somesaws
Rockies
46 Kingsley"s
22 Finns'
Parisian
neighbors
friends?

FORM

Name:________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Students 0 Yes 0 No

Phone:

Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ __ _ _ Amount due :$ _ _ _ _ _
Payment:

D Cash

-~----·ca2/3-7 , 10 , 11

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have 'Weeke
Saturday at 6:30 p.m . and Sunday at 11 :00 a.m. at
torium .

SERVICES OFFERED ·

&.

LEASING for fall-furnished apartments and houses. clean, excellent condition . No pets. 345-7286.
------~---5/ 1
House for rent, 4 bedroom. One
block from campus. 345-4463 .

WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a free Sunday
p.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Center.
lots of food & fun. Please call us at 348-8191 or
know you are coming .

DIRECTORY

LOST

SEITSINGER
1611 9TH STR
for summer and
year . 1 .block e
Completely fumi
garbage included.
ing or garage av
leases. Call 345-7

D Check

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each co nsecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

.

.....

,...-,",

.....

-

48 Gauchos' gear
50 Sinatra and
Styne
54 Of Victoria's
realm
56 Like some jazz
compositions
57 - - -majeste
58 Eagre
59 Delusion's
partner
60 TU-144, e.g .
61 Fills with fear
and wonder
62 Merganser

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of cha
for any event All Clips should be submitted to Th
News office by noon one business day before
event Example : an event schedule for Thursdays
ted as a Campus clip by noon Wednesday. (Thu
line for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips
deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
Any Clip that is illegible or contains conflicting inf
be run .
·

30
34

38
42

DOWN
1 Poet Teasdale
2Composer
Wilder
3 Pinocchio, for
one
4 Archeological
find nearthe
Dead Sea
5 Some Bernini
creations
6 This can be
Major or Minor
1 Ampersands
8 Society-page
word
9 Walking on all
fours

54

57

60

15 Roil
18 Step to success
20 Functions
23 Blind
24 Nina's fl appers
25 Asian snake
26 Gide o pus , with
"The "
27 Vocal
expressions
280uck down
29 Medicinal
quantities

32Vim
35 Inspirit
40 Sudden
. activities
43 Passport entry
45 Spikes for
Hillary
47 River at Nantes
48 OPEC units

;~~~9
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Lost: Black bookbag in front of
Coleman Hall on Monday at
about 3:00p.m. 345-7468.

----------~217

Found: shaded eye glasses outside Buzzard Building. To claim ,
call Student Publications 5812812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/7

2111
.-:---on-=c6t::--h-:S'"'"tr_e.et. 1
le occupancy, 1
with 2 baths. Call
er 5:00 or leave

Lost: old english sheep dog,
about 5 months old. If found, call
Dixon at 345-9474.

~------~--~217
PURPLE MITIEN FOUND in Rm.
214 Buzzard Bldg. on 215. Claim
at DEN Business Office, Rm. 127
BB.
~---------·2110
Found: Male 4 month old ScottieGerman Shepherd. Brown with
white boot on front right bow.
Found on North 5th Street on
1/13/92. 345-1667.

ASA's : Thank you for the great
time on Wednesday. From the
Men of Pi Kappa Alpha.

___________217

JEN POTTER: That Baltimore
Zoo is awaiting us! I'll only let you
have one if you PROMISE to be
good. LOVE, MOM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 217
(Emmy) Susan Christine DietrichHA PPY
21ST
BIRTHDAY.
YOU'RE NOT IN THE "C"
YET ...TO ANOTHER 80 YEARS.
BE CAREFUL AND GET READY
FOR SATURDAY NIGHT. LOVE &
BEST FRIENDS, DIANA (Russ).
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _217
JODY DANILIUK: I wish you the
best of luck on your test and
scholarship! Love, Boyd.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217
DEANA LAWDICK: HAPPY
22NDI Get ready for tonight!
Love, your Roomies.

_________ _ _ 217

.....,__ _ _ _.2111
for summer and/or
SPRING BREAK: Panama City
from college. 1
Beach. High quality rooms locatboys, 1 house/five
ed in the HEART of the action.
McMahon after · Transportation included!! $215.!!!
More info. Michelle 345-3305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111
Send your sweetie a "special
Valentine" this year- a singing
telegram! Order now!! 728-4829.
2111
~~,-,-~~ca2/3-7, 10, 11,13
'"'b-e-=d-ro_o_m-=-fu-r-n7i s hed
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE
, close to campus.
regardless of grades or income.
t 10 mo. lease. 200,000 sources representing
mer rent if leasing
$10 billion. All you have to do is
spring. Ph. 345-5048.
apply. Call 1-800-783-7 413 for
, leave message.
recorded information!
___________217
ca2/5,7, 10, 11, 13, 17
- near campus from
SINGING TELEGRAMS: Send a
droom, also apartsong, poem, heart cookie, or
at $215; 10 month
fudge to your Valentine. Order in
Aug. 1; 345-4487.
Fine Arts Building, Theatre
Lobby, Feb. 4,5,6,7,10, 11, 1~-c-c=--c--cc-c-~2113
e, 1/2 blk from Old
Sp.m. or call 311 O for more info.
p of 6. $170 pp me;>.
=-=--~-~~-=-~_2111
18 after 5.
DELTA ZETA'S ARE SELLING
$6 GREEK UNITY CALENDARS
~--=--=:----2/11
m apt. Off campus.
FOR THEIR PHILANTHROPY.
$130 pp mo. 10 mo
SUPPORT THE HEARING AND
-5518 afters. ·
IMPAIRED!
___________217
--=---o=---=-2111
me For Rent. 2 bedLISA JONES-co-author of "DO
ed. Call 345-6052.
THE RIGHT THING" with Spike
217
Lee on Contemporary Race Rela'"'F=-=o-=R-=R=E,..,.NT=-----:-'18 0 8
tions - February 11 8:00p .m .
RLESTON. WOMEN
Union Grand Ballroom-$1 StuERSESSION, SUMdents with ID & $3 General
ALL
&
SPRING
Admission.
ERS. FULLY FUR- · =----,----.,---,---~2/11
LARGE KITCHEN, PRlPanama City, prices from $129ARKING. $150 PER
$209, Beach Front. More info.
UTILITIES (708)789Kim or Kristen 581-8014.

Congratulations Debbie and
George! I hope you have many
more happy years together .
Happy Anniversary! Love, Pam.

Congratulations to Wendy Wilham on getting pinned to Chris
Devore of Sigma Chi! Your Alpha
Garn Sisters are happy for you!

STINKY: Happy 1 year anniversary! Looking forward to many
more! Love you, POOPY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/7

Dana Defilippis: Congratulations
on getting pinned to John Raffelle
of Sigma Pi! We are so happy for
you! Love, your Alpha Garn Sisters.

_ __ _ _ ______217

LYNN PIEROTTI- HAPPY 21 ST
BIRTHDAY! ONLY THREE MORE
WEEKS TO CALIFORNIA! LOVE,
ANDREA, TOOTS AND BECKY.
PARTY, PARTY, PARTY!
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ 2/7
Butterscotch schnapps and creme
liquor mixed drink tasting. 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. Friday. East Side Package.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/7
SIG EPS: Thank you so much for
the flowers and serenade! I'm
honored to be your sweetheart.
Love, Kristy.

_ _ _________217

Lyn Corrallo: "Keep your shirt on,"
you're almost 21 ! Love, Laurie.

PHI SIGMA SIGMA: We had a
great time at the graffitti party!
Love, the men of SIGMA CHI.

----------~217

----------~217

EAST SIDE PACKAGE DRIVE-IN
(Rt. 130 at Jackson Ave.,
Charleston). Super specials: ice
cold Little Kings 20pk, $5.99. Old
Style Classic Draft and Light 6pk.,
$1.99. Miller High Life 6pk. tall
boys $3.49. Chilled White Zinfandel 750ml. $2.99. YOUR ONE
STOP PARTY CENTER. COMPLETE KEG SERVICE AVAILABLE. 345-5722. In a hurry? Use
our drive-in window.

___________217

___________217

Chi Alpha- Christ's Ambassadors
will be meeting in the walk-way
lounge Wed., Feb. 12 at 7:00
p.m. Come enjoy a thought provoking study about the Holy Spirit.

----------~217

TRACY ARTMAN: You've done
an awesome ·job this semester,
. thanks for helping me through
pledging. I couldn't of had a bet'ter Mom or big sis. DZ Love and
Mine, Mary.

=-----,-----=c-,----~2111

Butterscotch Schnapps and
creme liquor mixed drink tasting.
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Friday. East Side
Package.

~---~--~--~217

SCOT DRESSANDERO.

~-c=~-=-,..,..-~--,.--..,.--,--,.-·217

HIMEBAUGH: Thanks for helping
me understand what its all about.
You 're an awesome Prez! DZ
Love and Mine, Mary.

a

0

_________ _ _ 217

2128
,,_.,h,...o_u_s_e-:@::-'.1""1""0:=7 Lindecorated. Summer
. Fall lease $600/mo.

EASTERN ILLINOIS SPRING
BREAK HOTLINE: Daytona
Beach .
Best
prices
on
campus ... from $109 . BOOK
NOW! SPACE LIMITED! Call
Mike at 345-9556.
..,,..--:--=-----=---c---2/10
Student Awareness Committee of
Student Senate is looking for
non-senate members. If interested, please call 581-5522 or stop
by Rm. 205 in the Union.

----------~217

5/1
"'"·a_c_6::-:0:-:0:-:0c-.""E:-x-c-.-w-o-:rk.ing
,000 miles. Good gas
$4400. 348-7875.
5/1
""1..,.H,....a""lf""S
::-'ta-c-:-k- w7it7h- new
ation accoustic cutaway,
Explorer with Kahler and
, pedals. Call between
.m. 581 -5753.

217

""-a=so,...,K
" "E:::-Y=B-=
o-:A=
RD
=-.--:-M
-:-::
ORE
VOICES & RHYTHMS.
E EDITOR AND 700 +
EMORY. $180. CALL
AT 345-6406.
2/7
~
N=-=
E:-::
NT
=--:M:-:
A-:::
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C-,..,
H,. .,.,
U"""
N BELE NEW DEVICE.
OVER 15,000 TIMES.
$4.00 TO: PERMANENT
H, P.O . BOX 604,
STON, IL. 61920.

Two round trrip tiokets to South
Padre for Mar. 21 -28. Leaving
from St. Louis. Low price of
$178.00 each. Call 581 -8109 ask
. for Dana.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
. .2113
SEND YOUR VALENTINE A
FLOWER OR BAl:.LOON. 8 A.M.4 P.M . COLEMAN HALL AND
BUZZARD.

----------~2/7

JAMAICAN TAN . New bed, new
bulbs, ten sessions $22. Call 3480357 4 p .m. -8 :30 p.m. M-F, 9
a.m.-5 p.m. Sat for appointment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.2111
WE CAN SEND A BALLOON
ANYWHERE IN THE US. UP UP
& AWAY. 1503 7TH ST. 3459462.
~---------2/11
Schmal-I'm so glad that you are
not only my friend, but my sister
too! ASA, ERIN.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___2/7

~:-::-"77'--.,---==-=---.s'1

217

ALPHA PHI PLEDGES-Keep up all
of your hard work. You guys are
doing great! Love, The Actives.

1-:-K:--:1-=o-=07o_c_a_m_e_r_a_ -w-;;
/l-e.n s.
0. Pentax ME Super
hoto lens $275 .00 Call
leave message.

--:::--:------,--~·2/7

patible computer, color
, 640K 30meg hard drive,
drives, mouse. 581 -5530

.___ _ _ _ _ _5/1

Monty R. Bennett
Director Textbook Rental
ADVISEMENT BEFORE
REGISTERING
If you are currently attending EIU
and expect to register for Summer of
Fall, you should make an appointment
to see your adviser as soon as possible. Academic advisement it required
for ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration

TOUCH-TONE REGISTRATION
ADVANCE DEPOSIT

In order to register for Summer of
Fall, you must pay an advance
deposit. Pay the advance deposit$25 for Summer; $100 for Fall-at the
cashier window at Old Main BEGINNING FEBRUARY 17. Submit your
advance deposit with an advance
deposit coupon (available at the
cashier window or in the schedule bulletin). An EIU employee who plans to
register for Summer of Fall must contact the Registration Office ilbout the
advance deposit; a student who plans
to use co-op teacher waivers contact
the Student Teaching Office.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration

WRITING COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION

SPRING 1992
COMMENCEMENT

To satisfy graduation requirements
for the Bachelor's degree at Eastern
Illinois University, you must pass the
Writing Competency Examination.
(See undergraduate catalog.) Register to take this examination after you
have completed sixty semester hours
ounior standing) and have completed
the all-university English requirement
(typically English 1001 and 1002, or
the equivalent). Register in person
from 11 :00 to 3:00 Monday through
Friday at the booth in the Union Bookstore Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's license preferred) and $1 o for the
fee. The last of two examinations this
semester will be given on Saturday,
April 4. The last date to receive a
refund is March 20.
David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services

Spring 1992 Commencement will
be held on Saturday, May 9, at 1O
a.m. and 2 p.m. in Lantz Gymnasium.
Rehearsals will be on Friday. May 8,
at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. in Lantz Fieldhouse.
Which colleges/schools graduate in
morning or afternoon ceremony cannot yet be determined. This
announcement should be made by
mid-February. Graduation candidates
will receive the instructional brochure
and the cap/gown ordering information at their permanent address by
March 20 or during Spring Break.
Candidates should be sure their permanent address is up to date with the
Housing Office.
No tickets are needed for Commencement; however, graduation
candidates will be asked to limit their
invited guests to eight.
For at least a month or until further
SUMMER/FALL
notice, the Commencement Office
REGISTRATION
remains in 219 Old Main, 581-2161,
Students assigned to the Academic · for those who have questions or need
Assistance Center must make an
assistance. Continue to read this publication for future Commencement
appointment to register for the Sumannouncements and instructions.
mer and/or Fall, 1992 term. AppointBrenda Cuppy
ments may be made starting at 8:00
Commencement Coordinator
a.m. on MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24.
Registration for Fall and/or Summer
Term(s) will then begin on MONDAY,
STUDENT TEACHING
PLACEMENT FALL 1992-ALL
MARCH 2.
Students assigned to the Center
MAJORS
are ALL freshman , pre-business
Materials to request a student
majors and students who have not
declared or met admission requireteaching assignment during Fall 1992
will be available on February 10,
ments to their selected majors. The
appointment must be made in person.
1992.
Students who would like to request
PHONE CALLS FOR APPOINTMENT
placement in the CHICAGO AREA
DATES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
MUST MEET WITH DR. FRANCIS
The Assistance Center is located in
SUMMERS IN ROOM 210-G, BuzBlair Hall, Room #100. Office hours
are Monday through Friday, 8:0t a.m.
zard Education Building between 9
a. m.-12 noon or 1 p.m.- 3 p.m. on
- 4:30p.m.
FEBRUARY 10, 1992. Placements in
C.B. Campbell
the Chicago Area are limited and will
Director of Academic Assistance
be made only in Elementary and Jr.
High schools in selected districts.
All ELEMENTARY, JR. HIGH AND

Doonesbury

___________217

The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to thank Lori Olsen of
Delta Zeta for being such a great
Dreamgirl. We will miss you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.2/7
Tomorrow night. Indianapolis will
never be the same.
'

SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS who
wish to request an assignment (not in
the Chicago Area) must go to Room
223, Buzzard Education Building
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. on February 10, 1992.
.
All SECONDARY MAJORS who
wish to request an assignment must
contact the coordinator In their academic area.
Francis Summers
Director of Student Teaching
SPRING FINANCIAL
AID DISBURSEMENT

Spring 1992 Financial Aid Disbursement for Perkins Loan on February 13, 1992 has been moved to the
University Ballroom. Those students
eligible for Spring 1992 Perkins Loan
should report to the University Ballroom on February 13, 1992 from 9:00
a.m.- 3:30 p.m. with their student ID
card.
Those students receiving Pell
Grant, SEOG, and SEDS not in conjunction with Perkins Loan need to
make sure their local address is correct, as they will receive their disbursement through the mail..
John Flynn
Director of Financial Aid
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE
MAJORS

Liberal Arts and Sciences majors
planning to enroll in UPPER DIVISION COURSES in the College of
Busin ess for Summer 1992 and/or
Fall 1992 must apply for a position on
the priority list by completing an application form in Old Main 201 no later
than Friday, February 21, 1992. Liberal Arts and Sciences majors with
minors in Business Administration
must also do this if they are planning
to enroll in upper division courses in
the College of Business for Summer
1992 and/or Fall 1992.
Jon Laible
Dean, College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences.
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-. Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Stephanie Yates-I'm really happy
for you. I' m glad you ' re back.
ASA, ERIN.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/7
SIG CHl 's -Thanks for a great
time at Graffitti Night! The Phi
Sigs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ 2/7

Refrigerator $80 o.b:o.
ring machine $10. Call

TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE

Textbook Sales for the Spring 92
semester will be in progress beginning, Monday, February 17th, and will
end on Tuesday, March 31st. Students may purchase, at full replacement cost, textbooks checked out to
them for courses in which they are
currently enrolled, subject to the availability of replacements. Students need
to being the textbooks in with them at
the time of purchase. Textbook Rental
Service hours of operation are 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to
4:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday.
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Friday, February 7, 1992

Men's track a·nd field
squ·ad. heads to IU
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

A select group of Eastern athletes will be traveling to
Bloomington, Ind., this weekend
to take part in the two-day Indiana
indoor track and field invitational.
Each school participating can
only enter two athletes in each
event. Assistant coach John
Mcinerney estimates between 2030 schools will be participating
along with open athletes, who,
·with the exception of the dashes
have to meet unusually high qualification standards in order to compete. A school can enter three athletes in an event if all three meet
the qualifying standard.
Only three events, the 35-pound
weight throw, shot put and . 55meter hurdles will have three
Eastern athletes entered. ·
Braidy and Brent Miller, along
with Rob Schultz ""'.ill be the three
Panthers entered in both the
weight and the shot.
Braidy is still trying to hit the
automatic NCAA qualifying mark
(63-feet 11 3/4-inches) in the
weight. His best so far this season

is only eight inches shy, but is well
past the provisional mark of 60feet 4 1/2-inches. His brother
Brent could potentially make a trip
to the NCAA meet this year too,
as his best throw this year is just a
foot off the provisional mark.
Senior Jim Sledge, who ran
7.46 in the 55 hurdles last year,
will lead teammates David Sheilds
and Ray McElroy with a current
time of 7 .50 heading into this
weekend's meet.
Pole vaulter Brent Bickhaus
will be one of Eastern's top athletes stymied by the high qualification standards this weekend. The
pole vault is unique on Indiana's
schedule in that two heats will
separate those made the qualifying
standard and those who didn't.
Bickhaus is Eastern 's school
record holder in the indoor vault.
Surprisingly, his best of 16-feet
7-inches, which ranks second only
to Mark Hamilton's 1989 outdoor
record (17-feet 1/4-inches) in
school history, just missed qualifying for the seeded final on
Saturday. Only the winner of the
heat on Friday can compete in the
final the next day.

•••••••••••••••••••••

!• REFLECTIONS !•
•

: 506 W. Lincoln

•

345-2516 :

•

•

FRIDAY
Brian Downen
Live
$1.00 at the
Door
Starts at 9:30

SATURDAY

e:.111 ;llJiiri
•EIU APPRECIATION DAY•

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE!*
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1992
11 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
*Buy any footlong, get 2nd regular footlong F
•2nd footlong must be of equal or lesser value
•Limit buy 2 get 2 free per customer
•Cannot be combined w/other discount offers
(including Sub Club Cards)
•Good at Charleston store only
•Sale ends promptly at 5:00 p.m.

WEST PAR
PLAZA
348-SUB

$1.00 Schnapps Shots
$3.50 20 oz.
Long Islands

Mothe·r ts...

YOU KEEP THE MUG

SUNDAY
Open 5 p.m.-11 p.m.
All You Can Eat
Spaghetti Buffet
$2.50
50¢ Coors Light _
Advertise in The Daily
Eastern News
581-2812

No Co

Weekend Specials at

FRIDAY:

$1. 25 Genuine Draft &
MGD Light Bott/es

$2 Black Russian Bottles/$1 SHO

SATURDAY:

$1. 25 20 oz. premiu
quality Lite & MGD Draft
Rum & COKE $1. 25

25¢ HOT DOGS ALL NITE
Mother's looking out for you.
Ride The Gus Bus!

The Party of Your Life!

llBfdH~
EAC
9

''A terrifically confident Iirst feature
that places Mr. Singleton on a footing with Spike Lee~
- Jann MesJtn, m

BJIWYOBK ~

'~triumph~'

$229

99
DAYS
March 21 from EIU • 6 Niglts Beach Hotel
Coach Transportation • Near MTV Activities
$30 Deposit by Feb21 • Limited Space

- Jab CDuiE, VU. ftDA'I'

''A powerhouse mOVie:.~; ·'

Call Dan for Information: 581·2408

U·STORE WAREHOUSE

the work of a truly gifted filmmaker~

---·=-11

- David.Awn, :m•wswm

INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"

Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Day Phone • 345-3334
Night Phone • 345-5850
Don &Mary Thomason - Owners

STARRING: ICE CUBE • CUBA GOODING, JR. • MORRIS CHESTNUT • LARRY FISHBURNE
DIR(CTOR: John Singleton SCREENPLAY: John Singleton
107 min. • 1991 • Rated R • Columbia Pictures Entertainment, Inc. ·

·NOW SHOWING
8 P.M.

IC> l'J 11 E:
UNIVERSITY BALLROOM

$
. 1111;.~
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Panthers
put together a
ce and the oute may have been
didn't get into foul
ored 10 of her 12
trst half, but drew
with 14: 17 left in
f forcing Hilke to

has come off the
where Hilke needs
responded to the
'tting a three-pointgoal late in the first
tern within strikDrake in the first

r on the basketiform, in front of
fans, not dressed
suit delivering a
ement speech to
Game will honor
e of the farewell
ds Kareem Abdul
'us Erving received
· d. To deny Magic
nthinkable.
league's all-time
, a five-time world
a three-time wihA's Most Valuable

way we used her," Hilke said.
Drake did a good job controlling Eastern 's two leading scorers, Carolyn Hagerty and Tracy
Roller. Hagerty ended the game
with six points whiJe Roller still
managed to p'ut in 15 points.
"Carolyn had an off night
tonight and I think part of that is
that she has been battling a
bruised hip," Hilke said.
Leading the way for the Lady
Bulldogs were Deb Haraldson,
· who had 17 points and nine
rebounds, and Kristi Kinne, who
had 16 points. Hilke also commented on the play of Adrienne
Clark, who had nine points and
seven rebounds.
"Clark did a real good job on
Roller tonight. (She) took away
(Roller's) ability to drive (to the
basket)," Hilke said.
Eastern is scheduled to play at
Northern Iowa Saturday hoping
to snap its losing streak. The
Lady Panthers defeated Northern
Iowa, 74-69, in the Jan. 9, contest
at Lantz Gym.

Player award. He is more than a
12-time All-Star; he is the best to
ever play the game. NO player in
the history of the game has
matched Johnson's brilliance,
enthusiasm and will to win.
Voted a Western Conference
starter by the fans, the definitive
All-Star will rightfully take the
spotlight Sunday with his dazzling no-look passes and that
infectious ear-to-e.ar grin. Magic
will run "Showtime" one last
time.
Charles Barkley should make
that phone call to Magic - to wish
him good luck.

'
- Jeff Ormond is a staff writer for
The Daily Eastern News.
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Swimmers
host Millikin
at Lantz pool
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

Saturday afternoon in the
Lantz swimming pool will
mark the regular season finale
for the Eastern 's men's and
women's swimming team
when they host Millikin at l
p.m.
This is the Panthers' final
tune-up before heading .to
Indianapolis for the Mideast
Classic. Only the men's team
will
be
making. the
Indianapolis trip.
Eastern head coach Ray
Padovan seems to think his
team's have a good chance of
winning, but it won't be a
pushover for either squad.
"Millikin isn't a big team
in terms of numbers, but they
do have some quality people
on both teams that will push
us," Padovan said.
"Their men's team is a little weaker than the women's
team in terms of progression
from last year, but a lot of
that is due to graduation."
While Eastern 's team is
preparing for Indianapolis,
Padovan .c an still see the
importance of Saturday's dual
meet.
"Without it, we'd be waiting around for three weeks in
anticipation of the Mideast
Classic. We need to have one
more opponent to give us
some competition so we can
work on some things."

e,
,and

FREE
GLASSES

FREE
CONTACTS

Buy one pair of glasses at our
regular low price. Then, choose a
FREE pair from a fashionabie
selection of frames w~h clear
CR-39 lenses.•

Buy one pair of regular or tinted
daily wear soft lenses at our
regular low price. Get a SPARE
PAIR of standard daily wear soft
lenses FREE•

INCLUDES STANDARD
BIFOCALS II

INCLUDES CARE Krr AND
30 DAYS' FOLLOW-UP.

le.

1/3 Off
REGULAR PRICE

One Pair of Glasses

345-5100
on
d paper

904 E. Lincoln
2 Blocks East of

Tuesday Feb. 11, 1992
University Union Grand Ballroom
$1 Students with ID
~ $3 General Admission
· ·

OLD MAIN

rickets available at U11ion Tic!:et Offi'ce
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Matthew Sweet
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CHAOS"

gg

KNOX"

with JIM BEAN

u u

Rock-n-Roll Show
from Champaign

g
u

6
6
6
N Playing songs by Tesla, Winger, N N Songs by: Extreme, Black
N

o

Rock-n-Roll Show

&

Black Crowes, Van _
Halen,
Poison, & Queensryche

1 1Blue, Metalliqa, Great White, etc. 1
1
1 1 Can be heard on Champain radio!! 1
1
I Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon) 1 1 Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon) 1

L----------------~ L----------------~

No. question,
.. Magfc should
play. Sunday
Once
again,
Charles
Barkley is
stirring
emotions
with his
uniqu·e
brand of
shootfrom-thehip com-Jeff
mentary. 0
d
Not exact- rmon
ly e a r t h - - - - - - - shattering
news in Philly, right?
This time though, Sir Charles
seems to have contradicted himself regarding his friend Magic
Johnson.
A breif recap: In November,
when .Johnson announced he had
contracted. HIV, the virus that
causes AIDS, and had retired
from the Los Angeles Lakers,
Barkley decided to pay tribute to
Johnson by changing his uniform
number for the 1991-92 season
from 34 to Magic's familiar num· ber of 32.
Barkley made the change
despite criticism from a small
number of Sixers fans who felt
that number 32, the retired jersey
of
Hall-of-Farner
Billy
Cunningham, should not be worn
again. Barkley received permission to switch jersey numbers
from the Philadelphia management and Cunningham. Charles
was simply making a nice gesture to his friend.
However, after medical
experts and the NBA cleared
Johnson to play in Sunday's 1992
All-Star game, Barkley appeared
to have had a change of heart on
Monday when he had this to say
to reporters: "I have thought
about picking up the phone, calling Magic and telling him maybe
he shouldn't play in the All-Star
game.
''.Obviously, he's going to be
the center of attention," he continued. "I feel bad for the young
guys because that should be their
reward. It's going to be a media
circus and that's unfortunate."
Barkley went on to say that
players like the Denver Nuggets'
Dikembe Mutombo and the
Phoenix Suns' Jeff Hornacek and
Dan Majerle, all making their
first All-Star appearances, should
have a chance to get the spotlight.
Barkley is right - to a point.
Mutombo, Hornacek and Majerle
should receive their due, but
there must be an exception made
for this All-Star game. This is
Magic's last All-Star game, his
last hurrah. 1
Johnson will not be taking
away one of the 12 roster spots
from a deserving Western
Conference player because NBA
Commissioner David Stern
added a 13th roster spot to the .
Western team . Stern named
Golden State guard Tim
Hardaway to complete the
Western squad. Both teams will
have 12 players who earned the
*Continued on page llA

Panthers lose again·. 78-60
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

The Eastern basketball team
will be in no hurry. to accept
Wisconsin-Milwaukee to the
Mid-Continent Conference
after suff~ring a 78-60 nonconference loss Thursday night
in Milwaukee.
U.WM, which is vying to
become the 10th member of the
Mid-Con, used a balanced
attack and were never in jeopardy of losing its early lead.
Ray Perine came off the
bench to score 17 points, which
led six Milwaukee players who
were in double digits. Forward
Joe Schultz chipped in 14
points and leading scorer Craig
Greene added 12 in the winning effort.
"They played with a great
deal of excitement," Eastern
head coach Rick Samuels said
in a radio interview. "They
really used their athletic ability
and played hard."
Milwaukee, which improved
its record to 15-5 as an independent, jumped out to a quick
22-11 lead and never relinquished it. The gray Panthers
are in the top five in the nation
in three-points attempts,
showed why when they put up
seven in the first six minutes,
while connecting on three of
them.
With the score 28-14,
Eastern went on an 8-0 run,
capped by Andre Rodriguez's
drive to the hoop that made the
score 28-22.
Eastern closed the gap to
five with 1:35 in the half, but
Greene hit two jumpers to end
the half and send Milwaukee
into the locker room at the
intermission with a 39-30 lead.
The Panthers came out in the
second half scoring nine of the
first 14 points to move to within four at 43-39, as Dave Olson
hit one of his three 3-points
shots of the game.
But from that point on ;
Eastern could get no closer.
"I think it was the first five
minutes of both the first and
the second half that dictated the
game,"
Samuels
said.
"Beginning in the second half,
we closed to five and had the
ball and we turned it over. By

Wrest I
face off
Tenn es
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

DAN KOONCE/Photo editor
Eastern's Walter Graham tries to block a shot during practice earlier this week. The Panthers lost to Wisconsin-Milwaukee Thursday to
even their record at 9-9.
doing that we gave them the
chance to blow the game
open."
Senior forward Barry
Johnson led the Panthers with
17 points and freshman Louis
Jordan earned praise from
Samuels for his play.
"I though Louis Jordan
played well," Samuels said.
"He missed some shots, but he
got in and tried to get some
things done. He's going after
rebounds and he's putting himself in situations where he
could have Some success."
Sophomore center Curtis
Leib chipped in 10 points on 57 shooting from the field.
Eastern will return to Mid-

Continent play Saturday when
it travels to Chicago to take on
the Flames of Illinois-Chicago
in a 2:30 p.m. contest in the
Pavillion.
"They are an athletic team,"
Samuels said. "We ' ll see a
point guard who can bring the
ball up in Kenny Williams. One
thing that concerns me is that
UIC has been playing an effective zone and we have not been
playing well against the zone
lately."
The Panthers defeated the
Flames earlier in the year, 8176. Eastern will go into the
contest with a 9-9 record and a
4-4 conference mark. UIC
stands at 10-10.

Drake .knocks off lady cagers
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

Eastern was once again knocked off in a Gateway
Conference contest Thursday at Drake University as
·the Lady Bulldogs declawed the Lady Panthers 6660.
Eastern, which dropped to 2-8 in the conference
and 6-12 overall, lost its fourth straight contest.
The win for Drake was the second time it beat
Eastern this season. The Lady Bulldogs won the
first game 74-40 after being down by 12 points in
the first contest. This game the Lady Panthers fell
apart late as well.
"First of all we haven't been able to put anything
away late," said Eastern head coach Barb Hilke.
"Defensively, we would hold them on three or four
defensive series, but then we would let them get a
second chance and open chance."
Despite all of the Lady Bulldogs' second-chance
baskets, they still shot 50.9 percent from the field

while Eastern shot a dismal 42.3 percent.
The Lady P~nthers still had the game knotted at
52-52 with almost six minutes left in regulation, but
that was as close as Eastern would get. Eastern got
within two points at the 4:20 mark in the second
half, but got no closer as the game went on.
· Hilke also commented that both teams had trouble handling the ball. Eastern had 23 turnovers
while Drake handed the ball over 21 times.
"I don't think either team took care of the ball
tonight," Hilke said.
Although the. Lady Panthers dropped another conference game, Hilke wa~ pleased with the performances of Sherie) Brown, Heather Youngman, and
Karen McCaa.
·
Brown ended the game with 14 points and nine
rebounds. She made 5-7 from the field and 4-5 from
the free throw line.
"Brown came to play tonight," Hilke said. "Her

"Continued on page llA

up with the Moccasins.
The Panthers m;;1y al
match against the U
North Carolina-Davi
they are there.
"It's pretty much for
are going go with (UN
at noon and then Ch
two," Panther head c
McCausland said.
Tennessee should
tough competition for
squad that improved
record to 7-2 after a
Wednesday over the
Illinois.
"(Tennessee-Cha
tough team," McCau
'They're one individ
a top-20 team."
The Mocassins'
Lankford, who wres
pounds, is nationally
16-1 record. The M ·
have two wrestlers
wins. Jason Laughlin
23-5-2 record, w
GustlifSott ( l '[7) c
mark.
Last year Eastern
Moccasins 34-16, b
mucp improved Panth
year's 7-2 mark is th
best record since the I
went 12-2.
It will be the first I
gets at Tennessee-Ch
year.
"We have not seen
tournaments
this
McCausland said. "But
toughest team in the
It will also be M
Eastern's first look
Carolina-Davidson.
The Panthers will s ·
the services of Ray
Dave Marlow. The
tains are both out with
should be back in acti
Picking up the slac
are seniors Mike La
Johnson ( 167), Stan
and John Hilkey (H
recorded victories ov
the final home meet of
John Carroll, 177, and
118, also picked up
Illini.
"They've discuss
know the situation,"
said of the team ste ·
the void left by S
Marlow.
"They showed th
come through (Wed
It wasn't me telling
selves that said the s
picked up."
The replacements
and Marlow are fre
Perry at 134 pound
Anderson at 142 p
wrestlers lost in th
Lantz Gym against II ·
"It was a good ex
them," McCausland
haven't had a lot of
tion and it kind
through."
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Van Halen at
SIU: a close
look.

5

) Director Jerry Eisenhower leads his cast in William Shakespeare's "The Comedy of
rs." (Above right) Actors Bill Zorn and Jennifer Andrews. (Middle right) Andrews in a
ment of light-hearted character contemplation. (Lower right) actor John Rourke.

ntentional 'Errors'
close look at 'A Comedy of Errors,'·
e latest from the University Theatre

Director Jerry Eisenhour stands posed in
4ront of the stage. With arms folded and eyes
blazen upon the action on stage, he instructs
his performers.
"You're doing fine," he says with a cigarette
perched upon the edge of his lip. "Now this
time with laughter . "
"With laughter" is exactly how the University
Theatre plans to entertain audiences with its
presentation of William Shakespeare's "A Comedy of Errors," opening Feb. 12.
"You need to see at least one Shakespeare
play performed live, " said Eisen hour, Eastern
theatre arts associate professor.
"A Comedy of Errors" is a dry-witted Shakespearean production with additionally enhanced
comedic elements, such as the constant references to other traditional Shakespearean plays
that run throughout the production - an original
Eisenhour touch to spice up the performance
for the audience .

Eisenhour said he is presenting this
particular play partially for the benefit
the actors and other participants will
gain by putting together a Shakespearean production.
' 1 I think it's valuable for their experience and their training that we do
something like Shakespeare at least
explained the conce-pt behind this particular
once or twice while they 're here for their four version of the play.
years," Eisenhour said.
"(We) wanted it to be crazy but still look
"This is part of their experience as perform- human, " he said. "It's hard to do without lookers and directors and teachers," he added .
ing like Bugs Bunny . . . it's that nutty stuff."
This particular play focuses on the situations
Deborah Althoff, who plays the wife to one
and confusion created by the existence of iden- · of the key twins and is also a theatre arts and
tical twin brothers and their identical twin broth- English major, dispelled some of the misgivings
er servants. Multiple cases of mistaken identity, about a Shakespearean play and , specifically,
in addition to creative physical slapstick and this particular production .
pun-rich dialogue , fill the stage during the pro"Many people have asked if they can underduction.
stand Shakespeare and comedy because of
Theatre arts major Paul Wiemerslage, who
(Continued on p . 4B)
stars as Dromeo , one of the . servant twins ,
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Leo J. Dvorak Concert Hall:
Friday _ flutist Kristen Davies, noon, free admission;
percussionist Jon Crabiel, 7:30 p.m., free admission.
Saturday _ EIU Show Choir, 7:30 p.m., $3.
Sunday_ percussionist Laurence Gerber, 3 p.m.; free admission.

Tarble Arts Center:
Sunday_ Family Sampler, 2 p.m., free admission.

Friends & Co.:
Friday_ Cathy Richardson, the Dungeon room, 9:30 p.m., $2 cover.
Saturday Hot Glue Gun with Spankwagon & Honcho Overload, the
Dungeon room, 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.

Ted's Warehouse·:

What up, homes?
Believe it or don't, the
gods (and advertisers) that be
have granted another eightpage Verge for your enjoyment this week.
This means two in a row
... Somebody's on a roll.
And this week, so was my
associate, J.A. Winders. J .A.
took it upon himself Tuesday
evening to take an oh-so
detailed behind-the-scenes
look at "A Comedy Of Errors," the latest play from our
beloved university's theatre
arts department. The Sh?ikesparean play with an Eastern
twist will begin its run
Wednesday.
Wednesday was J-Boy's
day from hell, though. In the
morning, he went to Champaign (a.k.a., Central Illinois'
key to modern civilization) to
interview Andy Dallas, who is
considered to be one of the
best magicians in the country.
Hmmm. Maybe Andy can
pull off a real grand trick and
make the Board of Governors disappear.
In the afternoon, J .A. along with everybody's favorite cartoonist, Rich Bird headed south to Carbondale
to catch Van Halen in concert. Birdy spent three VH
songs inside a photographers'
pit, so enjoy some of the real
neat photos Rich took from
Wednesday evening's gig.
And as expected, we've
got a healthy batch o'
reviews. This week, Bret
Loman, our favorite male
News Scan news anchor
without a moustache, reviews
"Shining Through ," which
stars Mela.nie Griffith and
Michael Douglas. In addition,
WEIU-FM DJ d-lux Craig
Schwalb reviews Spooky,
Lush's successful sophomore
effort . (also reviewed :
"Naked Lunch ")
And then there's Talk Is Cheap. This week, we decide
to whore ourselves in order to
raise some Valentine's Day
spirit via a holiday-oriented
contest. We're jokingly serious about this one, I think.
Well, that'll do it for this
week. Enjoy.

Friday Constant Chaos, $1 cover.
Saturday _ Hard Knox, $1 cover.

UNIVERSI
VILLAG
348-581
Buy 12 sessions and receive a free bo
tan amplifier! While supplies last.

345-7711
105 W. Linc

r----------,
CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY

BUY ONE, GET ONE
FREE

ANY MEDIU
SPECIALTY Pl
' FOR $8.99
OR BETTER YET
2 FOR $12.

Get a Free Medium Specialty Pizza
with the purchase of any Medium
or Large Specialty pizza at regular
price. Specialty pizzas are
Supreme, Meat Lovers ®,
Pepperoni Lover's ® or
Cheese Lover's Plus ®

Please mention coupon when
coupon per party per visit at any
Pizza Hut Delivery units.Not
combination with any other
Delivery area. Our drivers carry no
$20. ©1 991 Pizza Hut, Inc. 1
redemption value

Valid 6n Carryout or Delivery
Please mention coupon when ordering. One
coupon per party per visit at any participating
Pizza Hut ® restaurants and delivery units.Not
valid with any other offer. Limited delivery area.
©1 991 Pizza Hut, Inc. 1/20¢ redemption value.
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rMEDru-MPI
: One Large 1-Topping Pizza:
LATE NIGHT SPECIAL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Pease mention coupon w en or enng. I
I One coupon per order at participating I
I Pizza Hut ® locations. Not valid with any I
coupon or offer. Limited delivery I
I otherareas.
© 1991 Pizza tiut, Inc.
I 1/20 cent cash redemption value. I

$49.9

I

:

A Medium
Cheese Pi

1
I (Additional toppings
I
at regular Menu
I Please present coupon w
I One coupon per order at
I Pizza Hut® restaurants. N

I

combination with any
Pizza Hut® offer.
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One Medium

1 Medium piz
1(of equal or less

MEDIUM MADNESS

for only

Specialty* Pizza
Get up to Four more
Medium Specialty*
pizzas for only
$4.00 each.

When you buy
Medium pizza

at regular prl

Specialty pizzas are Supreme, Meat
Lovers ®, Pepperoni Layer's ® , Veggie
Lover's ® or Cheese Lover's Plus ® pizzas
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News, Sports, Editorials, and more
All the Best for You ...
In The Daily Eastern

Roes:
Saturday _ Belladonna, $2 cover.

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus
Now Leasing

.PARK PIACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
• Balconies

TAN NOW FOR SPRING BRE

St. James Place
(1905 S. 12th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
•A.G.
•Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office at 715 Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - _M - F
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.·Congratulations
·Kristy Pahlmann
•
of
Alpha Phi
as being named the fir
• Sig Ep Sweetheart
I
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LITTLE CAESAR'S
3 West Lincoln, 345-4743

2 PIZZAS
2 CRAZY BREADS

MEDIUM

:it7.98

ONE TOPPING

TWO 4-PIECE ORDERS

LARGE

2 SOFT DRINKS

$10.98

16oz. I 32 oz.

Sigma Pi
would like to recognize
their members for
Academic Excellence

Chris Hahn

do magic: Andy Dallas is shown here performing one of his many magical talents. He
concidered by some to be one of the best magicians in the country.

t1ning magic

Eric Ankenbrand
Boyd Bradshaw
Rick Brethorst
Eric Calhoun
Brad Odum
Vann Bennett
Brian Sasso
Trey Sidwell

agician 's tales of the trade
at certain eras and then tries
to duplicate things of that
ster 's dictionary de- t1me to fi~ into the present.
agic as "the use of
"When I look at something
, spells and rituals in it's either going to be stung or pretending to ning or not," Dallas said .
r control events. "
Unlike some talent or skills
ian Andy Dallas sees which are inborn, Dallas said
from a different view- for him magic has always
been self-taught. "The rest of
' definition: "Magic - it you have to learn either
nstant mind game you from people that are in the
yourself."
business or from books, "
n as one of the best Dallas explained. "The most
ians in the country ;. well-kept secrets are in
hared his views on the books. "
The nostalgia magic carries
industry and discussed
of magic. _
along with the freedom it
s sat behind the clut- entails are two things Dallas
esk of his second-story enjoys about it. The lack of
bove Dallas and Co., a rules in magic is what he calls
aign magic and cos- a "wonderful thing."
op he owns and oper"Nobody says it has to
With his arms rested sound like this or has to look
a single clear patch like this," Dallas said. "That's
e desk, Dallas basical- why I really get into it. I get
ined motionless during into the idea of a new affect
ntire interview on by changing the patter or
esday, except for his changing the routine, or
·which squirmed with devloping things out there
ful excitement as he and stringing them together
d about his lifetime to form some kind of union
and love.
:;tarted at age 11," he
·~t became first of all a
, then it became kind of
ion, then it became a
and now it's an obses-

among them . It's like living a
dream ."
_ Many people may be curious about how the dream
works , but trying to see that
dream is not as prominent as
it once was .
"They (magicians) don 't get
to play a lot of night clubs
anymore ," Dallas said . "You
don 't see ventriloquists, you
don 't see juggler, you don 't
see magicians. It's really an
underground thing. "
Magic may be an unde rground thing to see , but
Dallas said there is more
magic going on now than
there ever has been in history . David Copperfield and
Doug Henning made magic a
TV experience , while Sigfried
and Roy rule the Las Vegas
stage.
'
"The biggest name entertainer in Vegas right now is
Sigfried and Roy ," Dallas said.
"Sixty-five dollars a ticket to
see a magic show . Is that
incredible? Who would have
dreamed that ever would
have happened?"

Mike Hernon
Dave Hittle
Steve Larsen
Robin Lypns
Alex Sobol
Ean Eskra
Mike Scuteri
R.J. Wood

3.0. 3.39
Stuart Andrews
Dave Bair
Bill Brannigan
Terry Burpo
Brandon Meredith
Chris Morgan
Brent Ribble
Mike Wilson
Chad Jones
Ron Schrader

Brant Fred
Mike Garthwaite
Steve Glazebrook
Greg Lieberenz
Dennis Molloy
Scott Pittrof
Mark Valek
James Clark
Jason Rusher
Jason Smith
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session is the proper
ption of a man who has
ed his entire life pursuits
change and capture of
art and experience of
was probably the first
·an to teach magic in a
e or university for credDallas said . "I've always
kind of involved in all
cts . I' ve done illusion
s, 1-' ve perf orm ed ess, I've done me ntalism,
performed hypnosis, I've
e you name it . Fo r me
'c is magic."
ariet y is w h a t keeps
' act fresh . "I don 't spee in one specific field ,"
id, adding he looks back

Tim Leu en hagen ·

3.4. 3.99
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! Enchilada

I

Rancheros Taco !
$1~
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$1~
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I

I

I

I

-Plus FREE B.H. Money with a Purchase-

While Dallas regularly performs his magic throughout the
nation, he is also the owner of Dallas and Co., a magic and
costume shop in Champaign
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**NOW SERVING**
BUD, BUD LIGHT,_ MILLER LITE, CORONA.
CARTA BLANCA, TECATE
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Actor Bill Zorn rehearsing for Wednesday's debut of 'A Comedy of Errors.'

Comedy.

1

(Continued from p. 1)
the language, and because they feel that
Shakespeare is too estudious," she said . "You
will understand it because it is our job to make
you understand 'it, and we promise you that
you will . .. it's very easy to understand."
"It is felt that Shakespeare is boring - a lot
of people have a negative attitude toward it,"
added Wiemerslage. "The reason is because a
lot of people are forced to read it in high
school and college, so you automatically have
this negative attitude toward it. I think anyone
can come see this and enjoy if."
Theatre arts major Jenny Givens performs
one of the most_interesting roles. She portrays
Juliet of "Romeo and Juliet" fame in a bit part
that is one Eisenhour's light-hearted and
comedic Shakespearean references.
"People are going to come to this and say
'Wait. Juliet is not in 'Comedy of Errors,"'
Givens said. "They have to understand that
this is a special adaptation, a la Eisenhour.
"It's fun because it's like I'm totally ambigu-

ous to all the other characters," she added. "I
just walk in ·interrupt everything and leave."
Getting into one's character can be difficult
to accomplish, depending upon the actor's
personality. Theatre arts major Marlys
Herman explained that ""It's kind of hard
because my character is very different than
the way I am . .· . but that's what acting is all
about." ·
Business major Chris Desmond, who stars
as the second of the Dromeo twins, explained
how he and the rest of the cast are handling
the challenges of a presenting this production.
They just have to "twist it ·up in a little ball
and just hope it rolls the right way.
"Otherwisi:!," Desmond added, "little
threads will fall off."
The University Theater production of "The
Comedy of Errors" will be presented in the
Doudna Fine Arts Building at 8 p.m. Feb. 1215 and 19-22 and at 2 p.m. on Feb. 16 and
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experience?
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): Van Halen vocal Sammy Hagar wows a sold-out
ce at the Southern Illinois University Arena in
ale. (Top right): Axeman Eddie Van Halen and Hagar
camera) and bassist Michael Anthony.

CARBONDALE - For a ence with their musical talent
band with nothing to prove, and sheer enthusiasm.
"You guys deseive the best,"
Van Halen proved a hell of a
Hagar told the crowd. And that
lot.
.
And vocalist Sammy Hagar is exactly what they got.
Not surprisingly, the show
proved he ain't no frat boy
Wednesday night at the South- lacked the rigid timing and
ern Illinois University Arena. structure that make up most
When an obviously greek-ori- concerts today. With an almostented Van fan tossed his sweat- garage band rehearsal pace,
shirt - which bore the letters of Van Halen spent as much time
his fraternity - on stage, Hagar laughing onstage as they did
held the shirt up to the howling rockii:ig - and for the fans, that
was just fine.
chagrin of the crowd.
"Man," Hagar said before
Eddie Van Halen, who for all
tossing the shirt back into the practical purposes has been
crowd, "it ain't safe for me to deemed one of the greatest guiwear this."
tar wizards of all time, shed any
The Van Halen show, from thou'3ht that his greatness
the first grinding wails of comes with arrogance. In a solo
"Poundcake" through more that combined "316" from For
than two hours of rock mayhem Unlawful Carnal Knowledge
that followed, echoed the senti- and "Eruption" from Van Hament that Van Halen doesn't len's 1978 debut, he played to
believe in BS' ing those who the crowd not as a master musicome to see their shows . cian, but as the kid next door
Without the use of 50-foot who came over to show the
inflatable toys or the need to set · new lick he picked up yesterthe stage on fire every five min- day.
Later, Eddie's drum-playing
utes, they captivated the audi-

big brother Alex decided to pick
up the pulse. He slammed and
banged his way around a drum
kit resembling a big erector set
through a 15-minute solo that
had ears pounding and bodies
churning. Afterwards, he toweled off with the grin reminiscent of a little kid.
As the final encore was ending, Hagar stood together with
Michael Anthony and gave the
crowd a going-away present.
"You guys have been great,"
grinned Hagar. "And I know all
the managers and promoters
are standing over on the side
going 'come on, let's get out of
here,'
"But, hey," Hagar added.
"We're here now, and we say
f**k it." They sent the mob into
hysterics and slammed through
"Top of the World" for a second time.
It was as if Van Halen decided to throw a come-as-you-are
party for all their friends - they
just happened to come as the
band.

r

British patriotism reaffirmed on Lush' s Spoo

Lush
Spooky
4 A.D./Reprise
By CRAIG SCHWALB

If you believe that only

American bands are worth
your time , money or, most
importantly, your ears, then
stop here and keep your mind
shut.
But if you ' re like many
people , then you'll be happy
to know that Lush is back .
And on Spooky, they avoid
the dreaded sophomore slump
and are more glorious than
they were on their debut
album, 1990's Gala .
Thanks, in part, to producer Robin Guthrie - whose
past accomplishments are
highlighted by his strong work
with the Cocteau Twins - the
brilliant sound that thrusted

Q)

the Twins into alternative- base that makes Lush , well ,
rock history can do the same • lusb. Singer Emma Anderson
for Spooky.
and Berenyi fall into delicious
Whereas the Cocteau harmonies that are cunning
Twins finish their works with and thankfully consistent with
guitar, Lush decides to plow Gala . Each track is arranged
forward and never look back. with the utmost care. From
The strong (and at times cruel) "Nothing Natural ," the first
axe work of Miki Berenyi lays single , to "Monochrome ,"
the groundwork for Lush' s Spooky delivers a liquidtrademark wall of guitar power groove.
sound. Alongside Berenyi ,
Also, whisper-soft harmonand not to be forgotten is ics pulsate the eardrums
bassist Steve Rippon , who throughout Spooky. However,
plugs away at ghoulish rhythm that is not to say that Lush is
stylings that develop an infec- afraid to strap on an attitude
tious groove that dominates and become out-and-out
Spooky from the get-go.
English rockers. For proof, a
But if is the haunting vocal listening to "Superblast!" or
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"Fantasy" is all that is
If God 's heaven!
shot smack and f
band, this is what i
sound like. The near!
ligible lyrics, after dr
the elegance , beco
ent and noteworthy
addictive . Lush is no
driven by bravado
and Spooky's sound
directly to those tir
norm.
In fact , it may be
tive as smack , exc
much safer. Do not
Spooky . Open you
tune in and drop out.
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unappetizing 'Naked Lunch'

For the Low Price of
nded like a good idea on paper:
. Burroughs' classic acid-in-print
aked Lunch" created on the big
grody-master David Cronenberg,
man behind high-class horror films
986's "The Fly" and 1989's "Dead

$7.95plustax
Unless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

pagliai's
PIZZA

345-3400

r

nately, a good idea is all that it is.
unfamiliar with Burroughs' Beat clasd Lunch" is a gory ball of confusion
es no obvious sense. Even those
'th the novel (as a freshman down
d the book twice), some aspects of
I are familiar, yet any clean-cut plot
g is horrendously distorted.
nberg's version of "N.aked Lunch"
story of Bill Lee (Peter Weller), a
terminator who gets whacked out on
other things - the repellent he uses
bugs. Like literally all the people he
with throughout the film, he looks
drugs have taken their toll - he and
y in the film makes habitual crack
look healthy.
ccidentally murderirig his wife during
Tell" round gone bad, a plethora of
uld probably make for one helluva
cid trip: His typewriter develops a
d personality · of its own. He enters
of downright blatant homosexuality
to phase him).
g typewriter (with very vaginal feattacks another bug typewriter (with
lie features). He witnesses the ingesdrug called "mugwump jism," which
ingested by performing fellatio on a
p." Although there is no identifiable
hind it, in this screen version of
Lunch," the gross spectacles - and litappear to be of high order.
unately, the blame for this disaster
lely on Cronenberg's shoulders.
g the shoes of both director and
riter, Cronenberg fails to make a

Expires 2/29/92

·.·.·-·.·-·-·.·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Late Nite Special

FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.m.
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin
No coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offers

The Daily -Eastern
News Black History
Month Essay Contest

The mugwump: It would make a really neat
'Star Wars' action figure, but that's about it.

"Naked Lunch" that can be easily understo9d
by the masses.
But the blatantly sexual imagery - combined with the bug-drug rituals that dominate
the film's - is downright interesting. At least
Cronenberg hasn't lost his flair for special
effects as blood, ooze and jism flow liberally in
literally every frame of the movie.
Yet the gore can't save Cronenberg's
"Lunch" from being nothing but a bland feast .
The unintelligible story offers no simple or
logical ending for a large audience to comprehend. The only thing this mess is going to be
good for in the long run is to stink up a theater like a ganja farm during a midnight
movie. I bet Burroughs would get a kick out of
that, but he's probably happy he didn't have
much to do with Cronenberg's mauling of his
r.ovel.

1. Entries should be 500 words
or less.' Essays should portray a
person, a time period, or an event
- local or otherwise - which promoted the advancement of
cultural diversity or which can
promote cultural diversity in the
future.
2. The contest is open to all
students, with the exception of
those currently working for
Student Publications and any
past editors of these publications.
3. Entries must be submitted to
The Daily Eastern news office no
later than 4 p.m. Friday Feb. ·14

'ning Through' does not glow brightly
ing soon to a theater

u!
t's a common promise
ed to movie trailers,
s and ads. However,
imes movie studios
at promise and keep
'ng public waiting for
eeks, and in some
s, years for a particue are many reasons a
to gets pushed back
original release date.
ial problems within a
studio can hold up a
for an indefinite period
. When Orion Pictures
r bankruptcy late last
many of their films'
e dates were pushed
weeks, and more than
s are held up indef F
until they can get the
to release them.
ther example could be
te over film distribuhts. A classic example
renda Starr," starring
e Shields, which was
ck for four years.
t, the most common
pie of a film getting
back is competition.
sually happens around
er and Christmas seaUnfortunately, the deci-

.

· sion to push back a film is
usually a bad sign of faith
from the studio.
"Shining Through" was
originally slated to open early
last November. It was pushed
back until last week. Probably
a wise choice, as it would
have been crushed by
"Hook, ""The Addams Family" and "Beauty and the
Beast."
"Shining Through" begins
its story through flashbacks.
It's the story of a young halfJewish, half-German woman,
Linda, who lives in New York
around 1940. Under-educated a nd unemployed, Linda
mysteriously finds a Job at an
agency in New York who discovers she speaks German.
At the agency she works
for a secretive man named
Ed, played by Mi c hael
Douglas . Ed is a mystery to
Linda. He disappears for
weeks on end, dictates letters
that make no sense and tells
her things she knows are not
true. A love r of Hollywood
spy films, she accuses Ed,
himself, of being a spy. Low
and behold, he reveals he is.
The bombing of Pearl
Harbor occurs, and when the
war begins, Linda becomes a
spy to help recover docume~ts in Germany.

"Shining Through" is reminiscent of "For the Boys," a
Bette Midler musical also set
during World War II. However, "For the Boys: was better.
But, even with its flaws,
"Shining Through" isn't all
that bad.
Melanie Griffith gives the
audience a pretty predictable performance for the first half
of the film . But, she really
comes to life when she goes
to Germany. While this could
have been a real showcase of
her talent, she seemed content with just a good performance .
The film is a little deceptive in giving Michael Douglas
top billing; he's really no
more than a supporting. character. His performance
doesn't require much more
than frowning and comforting
Griffith's character.
Writer/director David
Seltzer presents a story that
is rather interesting, but as a
director he gets a little dizzying with spiraling camera
shots that are accompanied
by a rather intruding soundtrack.
In the end, "Shining
Through" has a few bright
spots, but it doesn't deserve a
glowing review.

4. Judging will take place the
week of Feb. 14-20.
5. Essays and photos of the top
three winners will be published on
the editorial page of The Daily
0Eastern News the week of Feb.
14-28
Donors;
Society for Collegiate
Journalists

Minority Student
Affairs Office
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Uh, hi.

Planning on feeling a bit lonely during Valentines Day, are ya?
That's funny . We are too. ·
·
But we have found what we feel to be a sure cure to this ever-so-wrenching case o' da' blues we want you.
You got it. Even though we don't know what your name is or what you look like (we've got a
collective mental picture that's kinda fuzzy, but we're pretty sure it's not in the form of a Patricia
Bowman sort), we still picture you - yes, you as the apple of our eyes. The Maddie to our Dave.
And yes, the "Dupie Face" to our "Studmuffin."
Enough fore play. Here's the deal.
To make each of our hearts pitter-patter ~glee, we offer the Talk ls Cheap Lonely Hearts
Club Date Contest. The lucky winner of this here contest will receive an all-expenses paid
Valentines Day evening date (in a strictly platonic fashion) in the red-light district of Charleston
with ... us, the three stooges, er, those Talk guys.
·
Entering this contest is as simple and easy as we are. All you have to do is submit an essay no more than 100 words long (and we mean it. The judges of this contest are so damn anal
retentive that they will actually count your stinkin' words) - telling why you should be the winner
of the Lonely Hearts contest. Essays - which should contain your name and address - should be
mailed or turned in to the Talk Is Cheap Grand Central Station, Buzzard Building, North Gym,
Charleston, Ill. 61920. All entries must be turned in by 4 p.m. Wednesday. The lucky winner of
the contest will be announced in next Friday's TIC.
Males are not discouraged from entering the contest but don't expect the obligatory goodnight peck on the cheek.
,
Just think. Dinner at Chez Toro (Marty's), high-art entertainment at the Will Rogers Motion
Picture and Gormet Popcorn Salt Emporium (we never saw a movie for a buck and a half that
we didn't like) and dancing afterwards at Eastern;s most popular night club (we really haven't
decided which one it is, but hey, we''re working on it) with three available men. And we're picking up the tab!
Why be lonely on the V-Day of February? If your boyfriend ran off with your best friend and
you miss them, give our little contest a try. We don't bite (we might drool a bit sometimes,
though). If your significant other can't make it down for the "holiday o' love," we're here (even
though we're not all there).
We might call ourselves Talk Is Cheap, but we'd be fools to sell ourselves cheap.
Or tQink of it this way: It's better to laugh at us than not to laugh at all. ,
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